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In order to identify the fault nature when phase-to-phase short circuit fault

occurs in distribution lines and realize adaptive reclosing of distribution lines

more accurately, a fault identification scheme using an inverter-based power

electronic technology and power supply from stored energy capacitor is

proposed in this paper. The corresponding device is designed which is

composed of rectification, energy storage and inverters. Supplied by power

from high voltage side of distribution transformers, three-phase symmetrical

characteristic frequency voltage signals are injected into the de-energized

network. Then the fault type can be determined according to the positive

sequence resistance of the equivalent network under different fault properties.

In this paper, the overall structure diagram of the system scheme is proposed,

and the operation sequence of the system is analyzed. The control strategy is

designed to maintain the stability of the output voltage. The feasibility and

rationality of the proposed scheme are verified by theoretical analysis and

simulation results.
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1 Introduction

Auto reclosing technology is widely used in power system because it can obviously shorten

the outage time and improve the reliability of power supply. In recent years, with the

increasing proportion of cables in the distribution network and the emergence of a large

number of hybrid lines comprising overhead lines and cables, the success rate of reclosing has

been significantly reduced. Reclosing a line with permanent faults will not only result in

reclosing failure and cause damage to the circuit breaker, but also have a serious impact on the

loads equipment, and deteriorate the power quality (Xunhua et al., 2017; Jiaxing et al., 2018;

Shubham et al., 2021). Therefore, many power companies have specified that as long as the

feeder contains cables, the automatic reclosing facilities will be disabled, which seriously

reduces the supply reliability of the power systems. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
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accurate identification of fault property (instantaneous fault or

permanent fault), which has theoretical and practical significance

for improving the reclosing success rate and improving the power

supply reliability of distribution network.

The concept of adaptive reclosing was put forward in the 1980s.

However, the research on adaptive reclosing mostly focuses on the

adaptive reclosing technology of transmission lines. The basic idea is

to judge the fault type by the electrical information of lines after

faults (Le Blond andAggarwal, 2012; Radojevic et al., 2013; Basu and

George, 2014). There is little research on the adaptive reclosing

technology of distribution lines. However, the structure, parameter

characteristics and protection action mode of distribution lines are

very different from those of transmission lines. The adaptive

reclosing strategies of transmission lines have great limitations in

the application to distribution lines for the unavailability of electrical

characteristic information after distribution line tripping. Therefore,

it is necessary to study the adaptive reclosing technology of

distribution lines.

At present, distribution line impedance detection method is

one of the automatic reclosing technologies, and it can be

mainly divided into passive detection and active detection.

For the passive detection method, no extra signal is needed

but its detection accuracy will be affected by other grid-

connected equipment in the line (Cobreces et al., 2009;

Ghanem et al., 2017). For the active detection method, it is

needed to inject disturbance signal into the distribution line.

The most common way is to inject non-integer multiple

harmonics signal into the line and extract the corresponding

harmonic response signal to calculate the impedance. Reference

(Xun et al., 2011) uses a special high-voltage circuit breaker to

directly connect the distribution line that has been cut off to the

upstream system power supply. Through the generated current

amplitude, it can be judged whether there is a fault in the line.

Reference (Zhang et al., 2018) uses the energy storage and

discharge information of shunt capacitors in distribution lines

to identify the phase-phase resistance to determine whether the

fault disappears. At present, power electronics technology is

being applied to automatic reclosing. Power electronic

equipment has fast response speed and high controllability,

which is conducive to fault ride-through, clearance, isolation

and recovery. Meanwhile, it provides effective fault

characteristics for fault identification and improves the speed

and reliability of protection. Reference (Anwar et al., 2014) uses

inverter with energy storage power supply to realize soft

reclosing. In Reference (Zhu and Lv, 2019), an inverter is

connected to the low-voltage side of the distribution

transformer, and the instantaneous voltage and current is

analyzed to obtain the frequency-domain characteristics of

the outage line. With the help of the linear relationship

between disturbance excitation and response, the equivalent

harmonic impedance of the outage line is measured in real time

FIGURE1
Overall structure of the fault identification scheme using power electronics technology.

FIGURE 2
Sequence diagram of system scheme.
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to identify its internal structure and determine whether the

circuit breaker is reclosed. However, there are the following

problems: injecting high voltage source at the low-voltage side

might threaten personal safety, and the cost is high with the

additional energy storage equipment to provide energy for the

system.

In this paper, a fault identification scheme using an inverter-

based power electronics technology and power supply from

stored energy capacitor is proposed. A fault diagnosis device

based on power electronics technology is proposed. The fault

identification device including the inverter output the three-

phase symmetrical voltage signal applied to the de-energized

feeder. The system operation sequence of the proposed scheme is

analyzed and the fault detection criterion is given. The advantage

of the scheme proposed in this paper is that no additional power

supply is required, the power is directly taken from the energy

storage capacitor which stores energy from the high voltage side

of distribution transformers. Finally, the simulation cases are

given to verify the feasibility of the proposed strategy.

2 System scheme design and time
sequence analysis

Figure1 shows the illustration for the proposed scheme

including the fault nature identification device. As shown in

Figure 1, the fault nature identification device includes rectifier

module, relays inverter moduleE, and boost transformer.

Where CB is the circuit breaker of distribution line, C is

energy storage capacitor, S1 is DC relay, and S2 is AC relay,

the ratio of the boost transformer ratio is 0.4 kV/10 kV, and the

DC voltage is 310 V.

When a short-circuit fault occurs in the feeder, the Feeder

Terminal Unit (FTU) completes fault clearance and fault

phase selection. The fault phase selection signal is sent to

the fault nature identification device. The fault nature signal

fed back by the device determines whether CB is to reclose.

The function of the fault nature identification device is to

generate three-phase voltage signals of characteristic

frequency, inject the signal into the disconnected network,

and then collect the secondary side voltage and current

information of the boost transformer, calculate the

equivalent network impedance of the disconnected

network, and then judge the fault nature.

The device uses the power electronic conversion technology

to generate the three-phase symmetrical voltage of the

characteristic frequency which is injected into the de-

energized network. The resistance of the equivalent network is

calculated. And then the fault nature identification result is

obtained and transmitted to FTU. The automatic reclosing of

the distribution network feeder is realized.

The sequence of system operation is shown in Figure 2, the

fault identification device operates between t2 and t5. The specific

implementation process is described as follows.

FIGURE 3
Equivalent network for inter phase short circuit fault analysis.

FIGURE 4
Control strategy diagram for the inverter to realize three-phase symmetrical voltage in fault identification scheme.
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1) Before t0 time: The distribution line is in its normal condition

and S2 is disconnected. The fault nature identification device

continuously detects the capacitor voltage udc. When it is

lower than 300 V, S1 is closed to charge the capacitor,

otherwise, S1 is disconnected. The capacitor is charged

from the secondary side of PT through rectifier;

2) t0 time: A fault has occurred on the distribution line;

3) t1 time: After a short delay time, the circuit breaker CB trips,

and FTU completes fault clearance and faulted phase

selection, and the phase signal of fault is sent to the fault

identification device;

4) t2 time: S1 is disconnected and S2 is closed;

5) t3 time: The positive sequence and the negative sequence of

the voltage and current control for the inverter in the fault

identification device work, and the inverter soft starts until the

output voltage peak reaches the set value;

6) t4 time: Three-phase symmetrical voltage signal with

characteristic frequency is outputted from the fault

identification device, and the signal is injected into the

disconnected distribution line. And then the positive

sequence resistance of distribution line is calculated;

7) t5 time: The fault nature is identified according to the resistance

setting threshold, and the identified fault nature is sent to FTU;

8) t6 time: FTU executes reclosing command or line reclosing

locking action according to the fault nature discrimination result.

3 Fault property identification criteria
and setting values

3.1 Characteristics of fault impedance
under different fault properties

Take the short circuit fault between phase A and phase B as

an example, the equivalent network is shown in Figure 3. Where

U
.
.AB(ωf) is the injection voltage between phase A and phase B,

I
.
.A(ωf) and I

.
.B(ωf) refer to the injection currents, ωf is the

characteristic angular frequency; RL and LL refer to the equivalent

resistance and inductance of the distribution line respectively;

RTr and LTr are total equivalent resistance and inductance of load

(including leakage impedance of distribution transformer); Rf is

the permanent fault transition resistance.

3.1.1 Instantaneous fault impedance
characteristics

According to Figure 3A, the equivalent impedance of

interphase short circuit fault between phase A and phase B

can be obtained, as shown in 1.

Z(ωf) � _UAB(ωf)
_IA(ωf) − _IB(ωf) (1)

FIGURE 5
10 kV distribution system.

TABLE 1 System parameters of distribution network.

System parameter Value

Overhead line impedance R,L 0.138 Ω/km, 1.175 mH/km

Cable impedance R, L 0.079 Ω/km, 0.1623 mH/km

Load impedance R,L 0.1053 Ω, 1.019 mH

Distribution transformer 10/0.4 kV, 2MVA, Dyn11

Pk = 100 kW, Uk% = 10%

P0 = 20 kW, I0% = 2.0%

Fault transition resistance Rf = 2 Ω
Inverter operating frequency, voltage amplitude and rated power 230 Hz, 50 V, 20 kWS

Energy storage capacitor C 8000 uF

FIGURE 6
Output characteristic frequency voltage waveforms of three-
phase inverter.
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The equivalent impedance under instantaneous fault can be

obtained from Figure 3A, as shown in Eq. 2.

Z(ωf) � (RL + RTr) + jωf(LL + LTr) (2)

The real part Re(Z(ωf)) of Eq. 2 can be expressed by Eq. 3.

Re(Z(ωf)) � RL + RTr (3)

It can be seen from Eq. 3 that for instantaneous faults, the

resistance part of the equivalent impedance of the distribution

line identified from the high voltage side of the boost transformer

consists of the resistance of the distribution line and the load

resistance under the injection signal frequency.

3.1.2 Permanent fault impedance characteristics
From Figure 3B, considering Rf ≪RTr + jωfLTr, the

equivalent impedance under permanent fault is shown in Eq.

4, the real part Re(Z(ωf)) is shown in Eq. 5.

Z(ωf) � (RL + Rf

2
) + jωfLL (4)

Re(Z(ωf)) � RL + Rf

2
(5)

It can be seen from Eq. 5 that for permanent faults, the

resistance part of the equivalent impedance of the distribution

line identified from the high voltage side of the boost transformer

consists of the resistance of the distribution line and the fault

transition resistance under the injection signal frequency.

3.2 Discrimination setting value of positive
sequence resistance of fault impedance.

Common cable line models are YJV-150, YJV-185, YJV-240,

and YJV-300 etc. The maximum unit length resistance shall not

exceed 0.153Ω/km. Common overhead line models are LGJ-150,

LGJ-185, and LGJ-240 etc., and the maximum resistance per unit

length shall not exceed 0.21Ω/km. Generally, the length of cable

line is not more than 5 km, and the length of overhead line is not

more than 10 km. So the maximum resistance of cable line is

0.765Ω, and the maximum resistance of overhead line is 2.1Ω.
The maximum of Rf is 2Ω. In combination with Eq. 4, it can be

concluded that the resistance part of the equivalent impedance of

distribution line identified from the high-voltage side of the boost

transformer is no greater than 3.1 Ω by comprehensively

considering cable and overhead line for permanent fault.

The rated amperage of various types of distribution lines is not

more than 600 A, that is, themaximum load current of the line is not

more than 600 A. The minimum load impedance of the

corresponding distribution line is 10 kV/1.732/600A = 9.6Ω.
Considering the load power factor as 0.8, the minimum value of

the resistive part of the load impedance is 7.68Ω. In combination

with Eq. 3, it can be obtained that, for instantaneous faults, the

resistance part of equivalent impedance of distribution line identified

from the high voltage side of boost transformer is not less than

7.98Ω by comprehensively considering cable and overhead line.

According to the above analysis, the threshold of Re(Z(ωf))
can be set to 5Ω. Based on the fault phase voltage and injection

current of the boost transformer high voltage side, Re(Z(ωf)) is
calculated. If Re(Z(ωf)) <5Ω, the permanent fault in the

distribution line can be judged. Conversely, if Re(Z(ωf)) >5Ω,
it is judged that the instantaneous fault occurs in the distribution line.

4 Scheme of characteristic frequency
three-phase symmetrical voltage
signal using power electronics
technology

The inverter-based power electronics technology is used in

the fault identification device. The control strategy of positive

and negative sequence signal separation is designed for the

inverter to generate the three-phase symmetrical voltage signal

with characteristic frequency which is injected into the de-

energized line, and then the fault nature is determined by

Re(Z(ωf)).

FIGURE 7
Permanent two-phase short circuit fault at end of Line1.
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When an interphase fault occurs in the distribution

system, the unbalance degree of the three-phase system is

very high. It is very critical to make the three-phase inverter in

the fault identification device output a stable three-phase

balanced voltage signal with the characteristic frequency.

Figure 4 shows the control strategy diagram of the three-

phase inverter in the fault identification device. The three-

phase voltages uoa, uob and uoc are sampled, and uα, uβ in two-

phase static coordinate system can be obtained by Clarke

transformation Eq. 6. The voltage positive sequence

component uα
+, uβ

+ and negative sequence component uα
−,

uβ− in the static coordinate system can be obtained by Eqs 7, 8,

where uα’ and uβ’ lag uα, uβ signal 90° respectively. After the

positive sequence component and negative sequence

component of the output voltage are separated, the positive

sequence and negative sequence voltage and current control

double loops are designed and carried out respectively. Then

the positive sequence modulation signal urabc
+and negative

sequence modulation signal urabc
− are added and modulated,

and then the inverter is driven by the switch driving circuit to

generate the stable three-phase symmetrical voltage signal to

inject into the disconnected line.

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ uα

uβ

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2
3

−1
3

−1
3

0

�
3

√
3

−
�
3

√
3

1
3

1
3

1
3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ua

ub

uc

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

[u+
α

u−
α
] � [ 0.5 0.5

0.5 −0.5].[ uα

uα′
] (7)

[ u+
β

u−
β
] � [ 0.5 −0.5

0.5 0.5
].[ uβ

uβ′
] (8)

It is worthy of note that the frequency of the injection three-

phase voltage signal should be properly selected. Two main

factors considered are as follows: 1) To avoid confusion with

conducted interference or coupling interference signals inherent

in the distribution system, the frequency should be selected

between the Nth and (N+1)th harmonic. 2) If the frequency

of the injected characteristic signal is too high, the ground

capacitive reactance of the distribution line will be

significantly reduced, which may have an adverse impact on

the identification of fault nature. Meanwhile, it will increase the

speed requirements for signal acquisition and processing.

FIGURE 8
Permanent two-phase short circuit fault at middle of Line1.

FIGURE 9
Permanent two-phase short circuit fault at head of Line1.
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Considering the above two aspects, the injected characteristic

signal angular frequency ωf is 2π*230Hz.

5 Simulation verification

Based on the MATLAB/Simulink platform, the 10 kV

distribution system model and the fault identification device

model using power electronic converter are built for simulation

verification. The 10 kV distribution system is shown in Figure 5.

The system parameters of distribution network are shown in

Table 1. The simulation is carried out for overhead Line1 and

cable Line3 respectively.

The fault occurs at 0 s. After the arc suppression of the circuit

breaker, the AC relay is closed at 0.06 s, and the inverter soft-

starts and becomes stable at 0.08 s. Figure 6 shows the three-

phase voltage waveforms output by the three-phase inverter

under two fault types. It can be seen that the three-phase

voltage is symmetrical.

In the following, the simulation waveforms of the

detected Re(Z(ωf)) are given respectively for the

permanent fault and instantaneous fault in the overhead

Line1 and cable Line3.

FIGURE 10
Permanent three-phase short circuit fault at end of Line1.

TABLE 2 Re(Z(ωf )) in case of permanent fault in overhead line.

Fault location Head of line Middle of line End of line

Two-phase fault or three-phase fault 1.139 1.693 2.3850

FIGURE 11
Instantaneous three-phase short circuit fault at end of Line1 (0.8 pu).

TABLE 3 Re(Z(ωf )) in case of instantaneous fault at overhead line.

Load power 0.1 (pu) 0.5 (pu) 0.8 (pu)

Two-phase fault or three-phase fault 649.30 111.50 69.330
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Case I: Permanent fault in overhead Line1.

According to the permanent fault equivalent network in

Figure 3, the positive sequence resistance measured by the

fault identification device is independent of the load. Figures

7, 8, 9 respectively show Re(Z(ωf)) measured by the

identification device in case of permanent faults at the head,

middle and tail ends of the overhead Line1.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the inverter is put into

operation at 0.06 s and reaches stability after soft start at 0.08 s.

The effective value of line voltage U
.
.AB output by the fault

identification device is 23.62 V in Figure 7A, and the effective

value of the current in the faulted phase is 0.722 A in Figure 7B.

Using the voltage and current data output by the fault

identification device, the equivalent impedance is obtained

according to Eq. 1. Then the real part of the equivalent

impedance is obtained through the Fourier decomposition,

and shown in Figure 7C. It can be seen that the value is

2.385Ω. According to Eq. 5 and the actual distribution line

parameters, the positive sequence resistance value under the

condition of A and B phase short circuit fault should be

2.38Ω for the sum of half of line impedance 0.138*10 and

fault transition resistance Rf. The errors between the

measured value and the theoretical calculation value for

Re(Z(ωf)) are 0.005Ω, and the percentage errors are 0.21%.

It shows that after injecting the characteristic frequency voltage

signal, positive sequence resistance value of the equivalent

impedance of the distribution line can be accurately obtained

according to the voltage and current output of the detected fault

identification device, so as to judge the fault type and reflect the

operation state of the line.

Figure 8A and Figure 8B show the line voltage and phase

current waveforms respectively in case of faults at the middle of

Line1. Figure 9A and Figure 9B show the line voltage and phase

current waveforms respectively in case of faults at the head ends

of Line. Figure 8C and Figure 9C show the measured values for

are 1.693 Ω and 1.139 Ω respectively. Similarly, the theoretical

values are 1.69 and 1.138Ω respectively. The errors between the

measured value and the theoretical calculation value for

Re(Z(ωf)) are 0.003 and 0.001Ω respectively, and the

percentage errors are 0.18% and 0.09% respectively. It shows

that under the condition of injecting the characteristic frequency

voltage signal, no matter where the fault location is, the positive

sequence resistance value of the distribution line can be

FIGURE 12
Permanent short circuit fault at end of Line3.

FIGURE 13
Instantaneous short circuit fault at end of Line3.
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accurately obtained according to the voltage and current

information by the fault identification device, so as to judge

the fault type and reflect the operation status of the line.

Figure 10 shows the simulation results of permanent three-

phase short circuit fault at end of Line1. Figure 10A, Figure 10B

and Figure 10C show the line voltage, phase current and

waveforms respectively. It can be known that the value of

Re(Z(ωf)) under two-phase short circuit fault is the same

with that under three-phase short circuit fault. Re(Z(ωf)) in
case of permanent fault at overhead line L1 is illustrated in

Table 2, and Re(Z(ωf)) < 5Ω. Consequently, the permanent

fault on the distribution line can be judged.

Case II: Instantaneous fault in overhead Line1.

Figure 11 shows the simulation results of the line voltage

waveforms, three-phase current waveforms and the equivalent

impedance output by the fault identification device in case of 0.8

(.pu) load. It can be seen from Figure 11 that in the steady state,

the effective value of line voltage U
.
.AB is 775.1 V in Figure 11A,

and the effective value of the fault phase current is 0.436 A in

Figure 11B. In Figure 11C, it can be seen that the simulation value

of Re(Z(ωf)) is 69.33Ω. Theoretically, according to Eq. 3, the

sum of the line resistance, load resistance and distribution

transformer equivalent resistance should be 69.7Ω. It can be

seen that the error between the calculated value and the actual

value is 0.37, and the error percentage is 0.53%. It shows that

under the condition of injecting the characteristic frequency

voltage signal, the positive sequence resistance value of the

equivalent impedance of the distribution line can be

accurately obtained according to the voltage and current

information output by the detected fault identification device,

so as to judge the fault type and reflect the operation state of

the line.

In case of instantaneous fault, the positive sequence

resistance value in two-phase short circuit fault is the same

with the value in three-phase short circuit.

Table 3 shows Re(Z(ωf)) in case of instantaneous fault at

overhead line L1 under different load power. It can be known

Re(Z(ωf)) >5Ω, in a significant way, so it is judged that it is a

instantaneous fault that occurs in the distribution line.

Case III: Permanent and instantaneous faults in cable Line3.

Figure 12 shows the simulation results when a permanent

short fault occurs at the end of cable Line3. Figure 12A, Figure

12B and Figure 12C show the waveforms of the line voltage,

phase current and. Figure 13 shows the simulation results when

an instantaneous short fault occurs at the end of cable Line3.

Figure 13A, Figure 13B and Figure 13C show the waveforms of

the line voltage, phase current and Similarly, through the

simulation waveforms of Re(Z(ωf)), it can be further proved

that the nature of the fault can be judged by comparing the

detected fault resistance Re(Z(ωf)) with the threshold value of

5Ω. If Re(Z(ωf)) < 5Ω, the permanent fault on the distribution

line can be identified. Conversely, if Re(Z(ωf)) >5Ω, it is

judged that a instantaneous fault occurs on the distribution line.

6 Conclusion

When a distribution line trips due to an interphase fault and the

circuit breaker recloses blindly to the line with permanent fault, the

distribution line and circuit breaker might be damaged. To improve

the success rate of reclosing, this paper proposes an active detection

scheme for permanent fault identification using power electronic

inverter. The inverter provides a stable three-phase symmetrical

voltage signal with a characteristic frequency to the de-energized

feeder, and the equivalent impedance of the de-energized line can be

obtained by measuring the voltage and current of the feeder. The

positive sequence resistance value of the equivalent impedance is

used as the criterion, according to which, it can be judged whether

the line still experiences fault and then decide whether the circuit

breaker should be reclosed. This paper describes the overall scheme

of the proposed system, illustrates the operation sequence of the

system, establishes the equivalent network structure under

instantaneous fault or permanent fault and gives the fault

detection criterion, and designs the inverter control strategy of

three-phase symmetrical voltage signal of the de-energized line.

Simulations performed using MATLAB simulation software show

that when two types of faults occur on overhead lines and cable lines,

the positive sequence resistance value of the detected equivalent

network impedance is consistent with the theoretical calculation,

verifying the correctness and effectiveness of the design proposed

scheme.
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